A new Agenda for EU telecom regulation:
Is it time for a revolution?
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Telecoms regulation: the EC’s new way –
attempt I
 September 2013: Connected Continent package
 Increased cooperation among national regulators, continuity in governance, and
strengthened role of the Commission (veto powers)
 Introduction of common consumer standards
 Removal of charges for incoming calls while roaming, as well as unjustified
surcharges for intra-EU calls
 Safeguard access to the open Internet
 Less red tape for companies’ pan-European activities (minor complexity in investing
and providing services across borders)
 Harmonisation essential technical "inputs" such spectrum for wireless networks and
access to networks for fixed broadband
 Strengthening the role of the Chair of the Body of European Regulators (BEREC),
creating a 3-year full time post, to ensure more strategic planning and greater
continuity

Telecoms regulation: the EC’s new way –
attempt II
 May 2015: Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe

 In the new Commission’s Communication, the scope of attention is
widening, reaching for an increasing variety of goods, services and
players, and this is consistent with markets’ evolution
 Apparently, there is also a timid recognition that the space and the
need for traditional ex-ante regulation is shrinking, both because of
successful overtaking of previous bottlenecks, and because of
endogenous market changes
 Also, the protection of fundamental rights seems to be gaining more
centrality while planning interventions

 There is still uncertainty about the definition on some key concepts (platforms
competition, intermediaries’ liability, data mining etc.), and this negatively
impacts the possibility of effective intervention
 A cautious assessment of the economic impact of each policy/regulatory
initiative may be needed in order to ensure that the Europe 2020 Strategy plan
will be realised

 While dealing with the different issues, the Commission has to take into due
account resistances and diversities of approach at national level
 The final objective is the establishment of a truly effective Digital Single Market
in Europe
 But do they really believe that this is an achievable target?

 In face of the technological and economic challenges that are stressing
traditional regulation, in our Manifesto we identify two general
approaches:
 The “current route”  leaving the European regulatory policy to
continue in its present evolution, trying to progressively adapt and
react to technological and market changes
 The “new route”  a more proactive approach with the
establishment of a new balance between ex-ante and ex-post
intervention and a more active pursuit of the preservation of
fundamental rights of European citizens in the digital dimension

 Our judgment is that following the current route may be unable or too
slow in tackling several critical problems:
 the OTTs - Telcos conflict
 The lack of a common level playing field
 The commoditisation of the European networks
 The limited incentives to invest
 The risk of business dispersion and disruption
 The increase in fiscal conflict

 The May 2015 Communication seems to recognise the importance of
many of these problems

 However, because we don’t know yet the exact methodology and
content of the planned actions, it is doubtful if the answers will be
adequate to the level of these challenges
 Furthermore, the lack of a clear methodology might induce
uncoordinated effects between the different and overlapping sectors
of intervention

 In our Manifesto, exploring the new route we call for a number of
actions:
 Shaping a proper and ambitious State aid policy towards the Digital
Agenda
 Supporting a smart pan-European merger policy towards the Single
Market
 Reconsidering and reducing current regulatory burdens for players
 Relying increasingly on competition tools
 Boosting negotiated policy and agreed remedies
 Focusing ex-ante regulation on the protection of fundamental
rights and freedoms

 So far, the European Commission does not appear to have chosen
between the two approaches: continuity vs. innovation
 It is too early to advance judgments on the new Commission’s strategy;
we need to wait until the text of the different legislative/review
proposals

 Our analysis and our preference however are clear. Regulatory policy in
Europe has been a long term success story; unfortunately even the
best institutional construct can grow old in a rapidly changing
environment, and there is no environment that changes faster than the
online ecosystem

Many thanks for your attention!
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